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Gov't Officials, 
STC ConferLegislative leaders told the S tu d e n t Tuition Committee Tuesday night they would con­sider calling a special session of the Legislature to head off the proposed $100 tuition hike if the trustees indicated a ne­cessity.The student delegation, led by Student Senate President Peter Spaulding, conferred with the leg­islative leaders in a two-hour session at the New Hampshire Highway Motel in Concord, The two groups met “ to discuss ac­ceptable alternatives to a tuition increase,”Gov, John W, King proposed the $100 temporary tuition in­crease for next year to make up for a $750,000 budget short­age for the university system (UNH, Keene, and Plymouth,) The funds, conditionally allocated by the 1965 Legislature, may be available in the general fund surplus as had been planned.The committee met with State Senate President Stewart Lamp­rey; House minority leader, Wil­liam H. Craig; House speaker, Walter Peterson; House major­ity leader, Alexander Taft; and Senate majority leader, William Johnson.“ The legislative leaders gave us a good background of the process the University budget goes through in the House and Senate,”  Spaulding said, “ They told us the University was quite emphatic over the necessity of having $14.5 million and said it couldn^t operate without this amount. They agreed that this was true.”Spaulding said they also talked about the possibility of obtaining the money through new tax rev­enues, especially an increase in cigarette tax if the tobacco companies raise their prices.(Continued on page 12)
Senator Wayne Morse
Morse: Johnson Too Strong; 
Congress Neglects Duties
By Bruce Fuller
Uo So Senator Wayne Morse said Monday that the United States does not have the support of major Asian nations in the Vietnam war. He also said that, by granting greater powers to the Presidency in the war, “ We are rapidly moving away from a government by )aw„”Senator Morse, speaking before a packed house in Johnson Theater as a Saul O. Sidore lecturer, said that he opposes the Administration’s policy in Southeast Asia and that “ if the United States follows its present course of action it...will lead into a war with China.”Deviating from his prepared text, the Oregon Democrat pointed with alarm at the increasing tendency of Congress to “ abdicate its checking authority”  and “ vest unjustifiable powers in the hands of the President of the United States, The basic difficulty of Congress at this time is that too many Congressmen follow partisanship over the welfare of the country,”“ The United States is performing the Samson act — tearing down the temple of law,”  the white haired, moustached mem­ber of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee stated, Morse referred to the Geneva accords in 1954 on Vietnam, saying, “ We proceeded to violate them from the beginning, every gun, every tank, every soldier wa poured into South Vietnam has been an open violation,,.”
Morse rushed ta  Washington after his speech to vote against 
(Continued on Page 2)
Barlow Seeks Greater Academic 
Flexibility  ̂Broader Scope At UNH
“ Anyone who is part of an academic community should con­sider himself a student, including faculty and administrators,”  Dr, Robert F, Barlow said.Barlow, who stepped into the newly created post of academic vice president two months ago has been busy with some home­work himself.In an interview withTHENEW HAMPSHIRE, Barlow expressed his desire to investigate and help institute a program in In­ternational Relations at UNH.“ I’ve been bothered by the absence of University involve­ment in the field,”  he explained. “ What I hope to be able to do in this job is work with people in International Relations, broad­ly defined,”“ When I talk of broadening, 1 mean offering credit and non­credit courses to provide Uni­versity connection with the mainstream of ideas concerning 20th century relations,” he con­
tinued.No other Yankee Conference school has such a program. Bar- low said. The area has been confined to private institutions. “ We’ve had a vacuum. Public institutions in the East are great­ly overshadowed,”  he said.Barlow, who will stay on as Dean of Whittemore School until a man is chosen to replace him, cited other areas of concern at UNH.He said that the University should have a great deal more flexibility in its academic pro­grams and attempt to stimulate students, “ Are we as effective as possible?”  he asked, “ The answer, probably, is no. Know­ledge does not come in three or four credit blocks,”  He ex­plained that some subjects are not worth three credits or a semester’s work, others may be worth more, but the Univer­sity is forced into an accepted pattern of times and ideas.
“ If we are going to advance the best possible education for all types of students, we have to break out of the mold,”  he added, Barlow, who was an associate professor of economics and later assistant to the president at Colby College before serving as Dean of the Whittemore School here, cited two Colby programs in which there was some flexibility. One, called the January pro­gram, which he helped institute, enables students to spend the month doing independent re­search, under faculty supervis­ion. They receive a grade of pass or fail for their work. Their first semester ends by Christmas and is followed by the six to eight week period of individual work. The second semester starts in February, The results of the program are interesting, Barlow explain­ed. A students usually get A’s or B’s and C students do their (Continued on page 2)
China Policy 'Outdated’
Linden Among Scholars 
Calling For New Policy
By Peg Vreeland“ Policy that doesn’t m ake sense should be discarded,”  said Allen B. Linden, instructor of history, who is one of 198 Asian scholars who signed a statement calling for a change in the U.S. policy toward the People’s Re­public of China.
The statement, which is being submitted to the Foreign Rela tions Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Committee, was issued Monday, It called for recognition of the People’s Re­public of China, stating that “ the formal China policy of the Unit ed States has long since been out of date
Murphy: Modern 
W orld-No Church
By Diane Kruchkow “ There is no church in the modern world, or modern world in the church,”  said Rev, Wil­liam Murphy of Boston, address­ing a MADCAPS meeting yester­day afternoon.“ Christian man must welcome secular society,”  stated the for­mer Harvard student, who de­picted the importance of religious man in a secular environment. Citing numerous Biblical refer­ences, he noted that even th e  F irst Commandment shows a “ secularization of values.”
“ In another age, concerns of men were mostly theological; today, they are rapidly driving towards a post Christian era,” he said. The “knowledge ex­plosion” of the twentieth cen­tury is a “ source of much pro­gress for all the world” in both theological and non-theological matters.The twentieth century is also “ marked by a concern for the individual,”  In his “ implicit attempt to understand totality... (his) unquenchable desire to know„,man seeks the conscious­ness of (his) own understand­ing.”
The concept of Christ comes in with the fullness of man as a seeking person,” said Rev. Murphy. He added that man must follow Jesus’ human tor­ment to utter the truth--his ex­pression of the “ ineffible in an effible manner.”Discussing the recent meet­ing of the Vatican Council, Mur­phy explained that the “ Church is changing as part of an evolu­tionary process.”  Today the Church must “ present tradi­tional views in modern term s... It must use modern insight to affirm modern values,”Specifically Murphy explored the Church’s view towards mar­riage (whose goal is “ conjugate love” ) and warfare (“ This has
(Continued on page 2)
In the text of the statement, which was signed by 198 of the 2700 members of the world­wide Association for Asian Stud­ies, the following changes were suggested:
1. The government of Peking should be accepted into interna­tional associations, including the United Nations.
2. The U. S, government should announce its intentions to enter negotiations to establish full and formal diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic of China,
3. The U. S. government should propose bilateral negotiations with Peking to exchange diplo­matic representation, renounce force as an instrument of policy, discuss arms controls and con­trol over nuclear weapons,
4. The U, S. should announce that it will accept accredited scholars, journalists and others from the Peking republic and call on Peking to reciprocate. Willingness to accept Chinese representatives should not de­pend on reciprocity, however.
5. The U. S. should lift its embargo of Peking and permit importation and exportation of nonstrategic goods,
“ With such a policy we would be taking the responsibility off our shoulders and putting it with the Chinese,”  Linden said. “ It would be their task to continue the policy,”
Linden, who teaches courses in Chinese and Japanese history, said, “ Under the present cir­cumstances in Southeast Asia, we ought to create as many 
(Continued on page 9)
Pete Seeger 
Here April 22
Folk singer Pete Seeger, lec­turer Dr, G, Hebert True, and a student art exhibit are the up­coming events planned by the Student Centennial Events Com­mittee.Don Hackett, chairman of the Student Senate committee which is lining up the events as a student effort to celebrate the one-hundredth year of the Uni­versity, said these three events are definitely scheduled and oth­ers are still tentative,Seeger will perform in con­cert at Snively Arena at 8 p.m, on April 22, Tickets will soon be on sale for $1.50, $2,50, and $3,50, depending on the seat de­sired.Author, lecturer, research psychologist, magician, teacher and foundation president True will lecture in Johnson Theater at 8 p.m. on April 20, His
(Continued on page 4)
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Music Dept. Offers New Degree; 
Discusses Possible Grad School
By Lester KallasThe music department is ex­panding next September; it will offer a Bachelor of Music de­gree and is discussing the possi­bility of a graduate school.The BM v/ill be a professional curriculum stressing perfor­mance. Its courses will be comparable to those of a con­servatory, according to Profes­sor Donald Steele, chairman of the music department.The difference between the BM and the now-offered BA with a major in music will be the much greater concentration of the BM student’s time in his instrument and in music in general.The study of an instrument will constitute 3 or 4 credit courses instead of the 1 or 2 credit courses now offered. In­tensification of the curriculum would mean the student would be more advanced than with the BA curriculum.This BM degree is recognized across the nation; standards are set by the NASM, a national music organization, A student’s acceptance would be dependant upon an audition. He would have to display talent and in te n s e  training, Steele said.The degree was written by the department in conformity with the NASM, It was then presented to the Liberal Arts faculty who voted in favor of it the first time it was presented.The trustees then sanctioned it.“ We are getting launched in this program with help from the Frederick Smyth Fund of Manchester,” Steele said.The Smythe fund, besides don­ating money for the increase of staff, has given $10,000 to increase the library’s music fac­ilities with books, scores, and complete works of composers.
Graduate DegreeThe graduate council is dis­cussing plans to offer two gradu­ate degrees, a Master of Arts in music and a Master of Music Education,“ Signs from the graduate coun­cil are encouraging,”  S te e le  added.If the graduate council ap­proves these two degrees within the next few weeks, a few cours­es will be offered this summer and the school can accept gradu­ate students starting next fall.
However, since it is late in the year, they do not expect many applicants immediately.
“ Nevertheless, we have already received letters from people teaching in New England who wish to work on their Master degrees,”  Steele explained.To prepare for its expansion, the music department has been adding faculty. New staff mem­bers include; Mr. Stanley Het­tinger who conducts the band and teaches woodwinds, and Mr, Howard Williams who teaches theory and composition.Also added this semester were three part time teachers: Mr. Richard Sommers, oboe and flute, Mr. John Gay, trombone and tuba, and at present, Mrs. Mere- dyth Manns of Durham (a for­mer member of the music de­partment), voice.“ We are now examining can­didates for two more faculty members next fall,”  Steele add­ed, “ One will be qualified to teach voice with a specialization in choral direction featuring mu­sic of the Rennaissance and Bar­oque periods, masses and ora­torios; the other will specialize in theory and piano.”“ As for future expansion plans,”  Steele concluded, “ we want a couple of steinway pi­anos, a concert organ, a harpsi­chord, and further expansion of the building including an audi­torium purely for music,”
Letters to the Editor 
The Victorian Sits in Her Closet So Dim 
Her Outlook is Warped, Her Future is Grim . .
Affection ~ If  Public, Clean Valuable Theme
To the Editor:Judy Newton, I think you’re insane. I have read your editor­ial entitled “ Crack Down on Stu­dents,” and if I didn’t know any better, I’d swear that you’d spent your entire life up to now living in a closet — and enjoying it. Exactly what is wrong with “ dis­playing public affection,”  as you choose to call it? May I suggest that if the affection is kept pub­lic, it will probably also be kept clean. But of course you’d probably prefer having the affec­tion in private rooms so that UNH could keep up Victorian appearances. i
I am not dating slothful, drunk en, curlered girls. Miss New ton, I believe that you are living in the wrong century; you would have loved the 1800’s so much better. Yours in defiance, Robert A, Jacques Stoke Hall
Poor Subject
No Church
(Continued from Page 1) 
never been a problem to th e  Church, for too many Popes were engaged in it,..but today’s arms race is an utterly treach­erous trap for humanity.” )In the question and answer period that followed, Murphy dis­cussed several other aspects of the Church in the modern world, “ It is obvious that the Christian becomes more and more a min­ority group and this will con­tinue,”  he replied when asked about the significance of th e  Christian,Commenting upon birth con­trol, the graduate from Rome’s American College stated, “ The Church makes haste slowly, but it should remove contraception from the sphere of blind obed­ience and define how a Christian acts responsibly in the world,”Analyzing the role of ritualis­tic i!iass in religion, Murphy said that the basic importance of Christianity is “ not mass, but Jesus Christ.”
To the Editor;Concerning the editorial in the March 17 issue: Someone’stongue must have been so far into his (or her) cheek as to have risked being bitten off, (Fur- .thirty-six coeds were al-j thermore, someone’s prose, even lowed to roam in the dormitory! if it be journalistic, leaves some- corridors with curlers in their thing to be desired. This is an hair,” you say. Miss Newton,where else would you like them to roam? Isn’t it true that during the academic year the dormitories become homes for the students, I don’t consider wearing curlers in a private corridor a public display of sloth that will lead to the downfall of the university morality; in fact.
aside.)Dormitories entail enough pet­tiness without resorting to “ curl­er checks”  and “ tape hunts.”  I am among the first to object to  publicly worn curlers, but if a girl can’t curl her hair in her residence hall (home away from home, ho! ho! ho!) where can she do it? Must she stay inI fail to see any connection be-! the shower stall until her hair
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tween curlers and morality at all.I assume that you’re joking about giving women 8 p.m. cur­fews on weekdays and 10:30’s on weekends, I believe perhaps you’d also like to tuck each coed in bed safe and sound every night, as well. I see no need of commenting on your t im e  schedule for girls because it’s far too idiotic to be taken ser­iously.Since the rest of your editor­ial over-used hyperbole, your swipe at liquor in women’s dor­mitories is probably a little ov­erdone, too. Apparently you’re one of a vain little group called teetotalers, and the idea of a girl relaxing in her private room (yes, with a piece of tape on the wall if she wants it) does something to insult your per­sonal Victorian code.i^nd may I add that in spite of living here at UNH under all those conditions which you feel are so horrible, I am not be­coming a moral degenerate and
is dry? Tape hunter; now there’s an office previously unthought of on any campus in the country. I’ll wager. Why not, with all our other dubious achievements, make this a first? What a great position for a girl with qualities of leadership and au­thority!And curfews! My how sensible to have girls in at 8:00, Let’s close the library then, too. And call off night classes. And close the Franklin, And for dietetic purposes, rule out eating after 7:30 p.m. Two and a half hour dates on weekends --  let’s limit it to Saturday only. That will keep everyone out of trouble. Certainly nobody could do any­thing wrong in that time! Every­one knows that an authoritarian system builds character, espec­ially the trait of self-reliance!Come on! You jest, surely. And if you do, I suggest you jest elsewhere. There are more serious subjects for editorials, Gail Grannis
Barlow
(Continued from Page 1) 
usual same quality work or low­er, But the 2.0 student, some­times, when turned loose, shows amazing results.”The other Colby program is new, under Ford Foundation mon­ies, in which 25 freshman will be admitted. They will be allowed to select their own courses, will take no regular and receive no grades. Instead they will be evaluated and guided by faculty members. After four years they will receive a degree.
The new program is designed to allow the carefully selected students freedom in choice of study and in the way they exe­cute that choice,
“ The bulk of learning is what the student himself does,”  he said.
When asked whether he felt housing on campus was adequate,
Barlow answered: “ My basicconcern is that some housing facilities here are not condu- sive to an academic atmosphere. The whole educational atmos phere can be adversely affected by inferior dorms,”  He sug­gested dorms should not be a mere conglomeration of indivi­dual rooms, but have “ lounges in addition to recreational loung- es--places for informal semin­ars, “ If students are interested in an area, say Vietnam, they should be able to invite a pro­fessor over and have a non cred­it course one night a week.” Barlow emphasized that he has only toured East-West and the Quad so far,“ People should not forget that an important part of the learn­ing process is the availability of discussion,”  he added.
Number one on the Durham hit parade this week: “ Hannibal Crossed the Alps, but I Can’t Get Around You. ”
To the Editor:A lth o u g h  your editorial “ Crack-down on Students” was obviously written to inspire stu­dents to voice their opinions concerning University rules and regulations, and*was of a some­what sarcastic nature, I believe its theme of stepped-up enforce­ment is actually of value. Stu­dents are breaking rules they don’t realize exist; if these rules were, enforced, students would develop an awareness of (he reg­ulations they live under and, hopefully, there would be in­creased concern and controversy that might lead to changes and improvements in University pol­icy. Stephen SpearEnglehardt Hall
Tired of 'Mother’
To the Editor;I am fed up to the eyeballs with the University’s “ mother”  policy on the inspection of stu­dent rooms. It should not be necessary for students to keep their rooms hygienically clean just in case a counselor comes along for inspection. Even the messiest students clean up their rooms eventually if for no other reason than to find their books.I happen to like to study on my bed, but failed room inspec­tion because there was “ junk”  (my books) piled on my bed 
(which was made) and “ junk” (also books) on my desk. I am sorry my study habits don’t agree with every counselor’s idea •of how a student’s room should look, but I refuse to put every­thing away neatly to go to a class, only to take it all out again on returning,
I fail to see the necessity for room inspection in the first place; it is a farce. If this were a high school boarding house, perhaps, but we, as col­lege students, are old enough and responsible enough to live according to our own standards, and we resent being dictated to in relation to how much “ clut­te r”  we should have on our furniture. It’s nobody’s busi­ness but our own. And as for this pass-or-fail-plus-fines pol­icy Mother Housing is trying to force on us, I am disgusted.I should think the people at Hous­ing would have something more constructive to do (like see about getting the ceiling on second floor fixed after a year and a half of waiting, or getting the sinks unclogged) rather than pull­ing their surprise inspections at their convenience to “ stimu­late pride,”  I’m afraid they are stimulating something other 
than pride. Susan Kohtz ’68
Morse
(Continued from Page 1) 
a bill authorizing additional Viet funds “ to be spent at the discr'e- tion of the President.”Morse’s vote was one of two against the bill.Morse, first elected to the Senate in 1944 as a Republican, 
(Continued on page 6)
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Vacations: Students Go Home
“ We are not in the hotel busi­ness. We have an obligation to the Durham lodging indus­try ,” said Assistant UNH Hous­ing Director Prentice Strong when asked why students cannot use dormitories during vaca­tions.Strong listed three reasons why “ students are not encour­aged to stay here during vaca­tions” : dorms must be empty for cleaning and repair work, the cost of keeping a dorm open for a few students would be high and “ students deserve and need a good vacation - - a  change of scenery.”If a student is able to go home or make other arrange­ments, but decides not to, he will receive no help from hous­ing, He will be referred to
the Durham lodging industry. Strong said.He added that for students with “ legitimate problems,” graduate student housing and rooms in Stoke Hall are avail­able. Next year the Randall- Hitchcock addition will be added to the list for coeds.“ About 99.9 per cent of the students do make other arrange­ments, as going home, staying at a friend’s house, skiing, or traveling, but if someone pre­sents a definite need and a valid excuse, we will make some vaca­tion housing arrangements,” Strong said. He explained that rooms have been found for for­eign students, practice teachers and undergraduate students with important research projects.Most foreign students, how
ever, can live in Internationa. House during vacations. Prac­tice teachers have been housed in Huddleston for the standard guest fee of $1.50 a night.Strong said he felt there were few alternatives to the no-hous- ing-during-vacation problem. No dorm can be left open to any student who wishes to stay dur­ing vacations because it “ is in­convenient to the students whose rooms are being used,” He cited, as an example, the use of Stoke Hall rooms by hockey team members during Christmas vacation. Most of the students took all their belongings from their rooms before vacation, he said. He added that it would be a problem to hire a Head Resident to supervise an open dorm during vacations.
Potshots
Unbalanced Rhomboids Fight, 
But Squares Will Inherit
Mertonwe wrote a column on sex which went over surprisingly well with our read­ers. In fact, except for a couple of grumbles from the direction of the Chemistry department and Pan - Hellenic, there were no complaints whatsoever.
From this we gathered that: a. sex in the library, dormitory, and Volkswagen is generally ac­
A man whose taste has grown up.
A man with a thirst for a manlier brew.
Graduate from beer. Graduate to Ballantine Ale.
It’s light like beer, but what a difference.
Real tangy. Bolder. Keener. More to the point.
Try Ballantine Ale . ..  you’ll be an Ale Man, too.
(Planning a party? Call your local distributor 
for Ballantine Ale. He’ll be happy to serve you.)
B A lLA M IN Ey l(le
cepted around here, and/or b. anyone who does not accept it is keeping his mouth shut for fear of being exposed as a square.
Squares Valuable
We think this is a shame. Squares are a valuable part of our society, and besides, time is on their side. For has it not been said that “ ...the squares shall inherit the Earth?”(Or whatever is left of it, after the rhomboids get through with it.)(Rhomboids would be squares except that two of their angles are more acute than the other two, making them dangerously unbalanced.)Squares maintain a surpris­ingly paradoxical position in the social setup at the University. For the goal of the average student, who would rather submit to a fearful paddling than admit that he is a square, is noncon­formity. Everyone is trying to be more different than everyone else.Except the squares. W hich makes them different.
Armadillo
Yes, while everyone else is striving to be a scalene triangle or an armadillo, the squares relax in their easy chairs and read Euclid.(You are probably wondering why an armadillo, which is ac­tually an ellipse eating an ice cream cone, is the goal of so many students. Well, armadillo is the next thing after camp. If one is really “ in”  these days, instead of referring to driftwood, Santa Claus, and pot as “ really camp,”  one says, “ Say, this is more armadillo than anything I’ve seen all week!” )
Squares Remain
Of course, one can never be­come a wheel, or even .a rolling stone, if one is a square.But then, long after the wheels have all rolled downhill for the last time, the squares will still be around, insisting that if the University is really a home away from home, it has got to act as a parent, if not two. And that anybody that has trouble studying under a 60-watt bulb in East-West hall is nothing but a stigmatic trapezoid anyway.Naturally, there is a limit to all this. One square in Man­chester actually thinks he is a pentagon.Basically, though, everyone is made up of straight lines (wheels are actually octagons with round- ed-off rough edges) and there is room for all of us on this di­verse, well - rounded campus. For, as one sizable wheel has pointed out, “ We have nothing to sphere but sphere itself!”
P. BALLANTINE & SONS, NEWARK, N.J.
A formerly naked English pro­fessor was declared uneducat- able while still in high school.
Sandy - Carl Bakery





6 a.itt. to 6 pcm. 
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
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Pereira’s Learning Center Plan 
Preserves UNH 'Natural Beauty’
By Sue MertonUNH and the Kellogg Founda­tion will spend three million dollars so that New England will have a Continuing Educational Center which no one will be able to see.Plans will be based on archi­tectural designs by William L. Pereira, one of the world’s top regional planners.“ He (Pereira) originally was thinking of placing the entire plant underground or using a tree house effect so as not to mar the natural beauty of the site,”  said Richard Brayton, chairman of the UNH Planning Committee in an administrative report on the Pereira-proposed architectural layout.Pereira, recently featured in a “ Time” magazine cover story, has designed such centers as Cape Kennedy, CBS Television City and the new 90,000 acre University of California Irvine campus. Recent VisitOh a recent visit to the UNH building site he described the area on the rocky pine covered cliffs behind Jessie Doe as “ in­describably beautiful.”
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Pereira’s aim is not to move one rock or tree unless absolute­ly necessary,” said L. Franklin Heald of the News Bureau.“ There will be little or no formal Landscaping and the buildings will at all times be played down to the natural New England setting,” Brayton said. Only the tops of the tallest build­ings will be visible from most parts of the campus, he added.The steel forms for the build­ings will weather so as to change colors from fall or spring to winter, thus remaining as un­obtrusive ! as possible. Mean­dering paths will wind among the various buildings, he ex­plained. ConstructionThe Center will be construct­ed in a series of phases, all to be designed by Periera. He has already submitted plans for phase one.The center will house learn­ing, dining and limited adminis­tration facilities. Initial plans include constructing two audi­toriums with capacities of 100 and 150 and four seminar rooms. These facilities will be enlarged to include a third 500-seat audi­torium.Informal dining areas allowing continued discussion groups will be linked to a formal dining area. Phase one will allow dining for 200 visitors.“ The UNH Hotel Administra­tion students will probably work in coordinating and running these facilities,”  Brayton said. “ Mr. Pereira has not worked out these plans as yet, however.”Tall TreesThe first of three nine story residence halls will be placed
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800 Islington S t ,  
Portsmoath
486-9414 Open tOl 9
inconspicuously among the tall- v̂ est trees. Only the uppermost levels will be visible. The slen­der vertical buildings will house up to 80 people in eight or nine* suites per floor. When finished, the halls will house 224.The Pavilion or Hub with in­formal study areas will have an opening to the outdoors with a stream and trees.“ None of the architectural de­signs are final as yet and these are only some of the many plans Mr. Pereira has submitted,” Brayton stated.The buildings will be of hexa­gon shape symbolizing the six universities participating and will allow for easy expansion of facilities.The rock ledge with pine trees up to 80 feet will serve to camou­flage the exterior and enhance the interior of all buildings.Amber glass will magnify the pines and foliage while special brick tile walls and floors in­tensify and reflect the natural wild setting.“ The viewer will encounter different experiences from var­ious parts of the buildings since the uneven terrain, foliage and trees will be seen from differ­ent levels and angles,” Brayton added.“ The emphasis will be upon intensive study and research within a serene and gracious New England atmosphere,”  he added.The interior design and furni­ture will be in keeping with its New England theme.“ Such things as genuine mast heads from clipper ships and granite fireplaces with steam­ing caldrons of clam chowder have been suggested by Mr. Pe­reira ,” said Mr. Heald.“ Mr. Pereira would also like to see a bird sanctuary and game preserve of New England wildlife at a later date,” Heald added. “ Of course such plans are entirely tentative and de­finitely in the future.”But the initial architectural plans stimulated a definite en­thusiasm and excitement among UNH administration officials. As one faculty member noted, “ Too bad this philosophy couldn’t be carried over to UNH campus!”
As Easter Sunday approaches, little children throughout the land begin to prepare for the annual visit of the Easter Ostrich. They prepare by piling tons of sand on their front lawns for the legendary bird, who enjoys hiding his head for hours at a time.
The Center and the Student: 
Availability of Experts?
P IZ Z A
TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING
COME TO GRANT'S a n d  h a v e
A DELICIOUS PIZZA
Free Delivery on Campus for Orders o f 
3 or Moi'e Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon. - Fri.
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Bruce Grant, Manager UNH 1949
“ The opportunities offered by the new Continuing Education Center to the UNH students will be fantastic, not only because of the prestige of having experts in all fields of national and re­gional problems on campus but also the opportunity to see and hear these men in action,”  said Dr. Arthur Adams, consultant to Dr. John W. McConnell, and former president of the Ameri­can Council of Education.“ The Center will allow spec-, ialists to meet in intensive study programs under ideal condi­tions,”  he added.They will consider such mat­ters as New England transpor­tation, urban development and education.“ The center will be open to students on invitation only,”  Ad­ams stated. “ This is not a UNH administrative policy, but merely a courtesy measure for visiting guests.”“ Invitations will be issued to interested University classes if topics under discussion allow,” he added.“ We are confident that a large number of participants at the educational center will m ake themselves available to Univer­sity discussion groups,”  Adams
said.“ The Continuing Education Center will be a pioneering ven­ture, the first regional center for continuing learning establish­ed on the basis of inter-univer­sity cooperation,”  stated Adams.For this reason the W. K. Kellogg Foundation has granted $1.8 million toward the project. The University Centennial De­velopment Fund will contribute an additional $1.4 million.“ The center will base its for­mat upon the experiences of the Salzburg Seminar in American Studies held in Austria since 1947,”  added Adams who served as Salzburg president from 1961- 65.These seminars bring together leaders from fifteen countries to discuss such matters as for­eign policy, urban and regional planning and Literary Arts in America.The director of the Learning Center, Dr. Harry P. Day, for­mer dean of students at Florida State has also been a member of the Salzburg staff.“ I will be more than willing to meet with any student groups to clarify any point or question arising as the Center develops,” Adams said.
Pete Seeger
(Continued from page 1) topic is as yet undecided.Student Senate President Peter Spaulding first saw True per­form at the Associated Student Government Conference at Pur­due last fall. “ His approach is so radically different it is hard to describe,”  Spaulding commented on True’s talk.True has been known through­out the country as Mr. Creativ­ity.”  He has been featured on major television networks, has lectured at forty-two leading un­iversities, and has given more than 2400 management, creative behavior and sales presentations.True tries to make people think and be creative. He makes each of his presentations closely relate to the group or institu­tion before whom he is speaking. The talks are illustrated with colored slides and music.Professor of marketing for six years at Notre Dame Uni­versity, True usually comes on stage dressed in a costume and, according to Spaulding, add s quite a bit of humor to liven a very serious, and thought pro­voking, talk.True is currently President of the National Labor Manage­
ment Foundation. He is also vice president of the True-Klemp Organization--known as “ the dy­namic catalyst for the release of human potentials.”The lecture is free.Students interested in enter­ing their art work in the Stu­dent Art Exhibit, to be held on the top floor of the MUB on April 20-23, should contact Lynda Breary, Several students have already entered the exhibit.
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U Mass Plans For Diverse Student Needs
Editor’s Note: This is the sec­ond in a series of articles on growth at the Yankee Conference schoolSo In last week’s article, the reporter explained and de­scribed the experimental housing projects at the University of Massachusetts. This week he puts these projects in perspec­tive of the overall expansion problems faced by a multi-uni­versity.
By Paul GigasThe Orchard Hill and North­west projects that UMass has been implementing are experi­mental. Only a few universities have tried dividing themselves in to  smaller entities, so no­body knows for certain just how well it will work. One thing is certain, ideas such as these make it possible for a multi-univer­sity to approach the problems of size from new angles.One of these new angles is diversity. As a university gets larger the variety of people that attend it increases. Each one of these types has different needs. Some, for example, may wish to deepen their intellectual exper­ience, others may wish to enjoy the social life. One thing that a university must do is satisfy the various needs of these di­verse individuals.Students are demanding. They pay a lot of money to come to school. The university, if it is to keep peace, must supply the things that the student needs.The Orchard project has tried to supply a studious atmosphere for those who want a studious atmosphere. For those who do not, there are other places to live.
Chadbourne House is one of the cheapest halls on campus ($100 per semester) and one of the oldest. As far as age goes Chadbourne compares with the quadrangle halls at UNH. In construction and upkeep they are far different.Chadbourne is a brick faced building with four stories plus a cellar or ground floor. The ground floor has a lounge about as large as Stoke Hall’s with old, but still usable, furniture. The hallways have cement walls and the floors are covered with tile. The floors of the hallways are kept clean of dirt and cig­arette butts and shiny.Because the hall is differjnt
from anything on Orchard Hill the atmosphere is different. Doors are kept open and talk filters into the hallway. The noise is a strange contrast to the dead silence of the Orchard Hill halls.The students who live at Chad­bourne like it. James Roberts, who calls himself an Orchard Hill refugee, wouldn’t live any­where else.“ At the beginning of the year they put me up at Orchard,” Roberts said. “ It didn’t take me long to decide that I hated it there, I went to the housing office and asked them to trans­fer me back here and they did,”“ The trouble with the new dorms,”  said Roberts, “ is that everything is nailed to the wall. I try to move my bed and I discover that I can’t because I can’t move the wall. It’s like a jail cell. At Chadbourne you can move anything anywhere.”“ Besides that they lock their doors. Here, nobody locks his door. People get to know every­body else. It’s like a frater­nity,”  he said.“ At Orchard,”  he continued, “ they have music appreciation and things like that, and I don’t appreciate music very much.”Some students could not stand the atmosphere of Orchard Hill so they are placed in halls like Chadbourne, Other s tu d e n ts  place themselves in Orchard Hill because they don’t like Chad­bourne. It is a matter of taste and therefore the student’s de­cision.The UMass administration has made a very conscious effort at this, “ We have a residence hall complex,” said Housing Director Welles, “ that is about as co­educational as you can get, then we have a semi-segregated area and next year we will have a senior dorm with no parental rules,”  Hypothetically, some­where from Orchard Hill to Chad­bourne, from segregated to free, students should be able to find almost what they are looking for.Since the University of Massa­chusetts expects 25,000 students by 1975 it has to build to meet the demands of this rapid ex­pansion. UMass is. High rise buildings stick out of the lazy rolling landscape like sore thumbs. In one area, called the Southwest, five 15-story tow-
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ers are being constructed. They will open next year.The Southwest is a perfect example of another aspect of the UMass way of thinking. “ One thing,” said Welles, “ that we are doing now that we never did in the past is think in com­plexes. It used to be that we thought one dorm or dining hall at a time; we do this no longer.” Next year the five 15-story towers will open. “ Each tower will be equipped with three house mothers and three lobby floors. We have a ground floor w h ich  contains a lobby and recreation rooms, then there are four floors of rooms,”  he added. “ Another lobby floor begins a new resi­dence hall and we have four more floors of rooms. Each lobby floor has three elevators, classrooms, main lounge, access to balcony porches, a music room equipped with a stereo record player, and the head of resi­dence’s apartment,”  Southwest also contains three dining halls and thirteen other halls.This year six low rise dorms and one dining hall opened. Each of the halls is plush. The ground floor is equipped with the same equipment as the lobby floors of the towers. The recreation room has a television, chairs, a ping-pong table, and square poker tables. The lounge is
furnished tastefully, has wall to wall carpeting and two walls are entirely glass.The corridors are carpeted to keep noise down and th e  rooms, mostly singles and doub­les, are modern and well-lighted and are equipped with a large picture window. The room fee per semester is $150 dollars but next semester it will prob­ably go up to $175.“ Building costs go up by six percent every year,”  Welles ex­plained, “ so we expect that tui­tion will have to go up. Our dorms are self-liquidating. That is, they are paid for by the students themselves. The only thing that the state appropriates is maintenance and operation costs.”The new dorms in the South­west are the most expensive on campus. The older dorms, like Chadbourne, are $100 a semes­ter. “ In the near future we may have just one rate,”  Welles said. “ We would like to have one standard rate, with no scale,”The residence hall arranger ment of the towers is another manifestation of the University’s attempts to supply the individual with a center of reference, “ With size,” explained Welles, “ stu­dents lose their ability to iden­tify. So we break our big build­ings into smaller units. This
makes it a little bit more pos­sible for a student to feel that he belongs to something. We have to remember that students live in these halls, not machines.”“ It is this attempt to combine the living experience with the learning experience,”  comment­ed Director of the UMass News Service Dan Melley, “ that is so interesting. The University is not building a pile of brick dorm­itories anymore. They are beau­tiful. They are built for living in.”In the past few years, UMass has hired some well known arch­itects. Ian Pei, the man who is designing the Kennedy Library, Hugh Stebbins, Marcel Boyer, the architect who designed the U. S. Pavilion at the Brussels World Fair, Edward Stone, and Kevin Roach are examples.All of this proves one thing, that the people connected with the University of Massachusetts have done some hard thinking about size and the problems con­nected with it. Time w illiell if they have, in some small way, begun to solve these problems. Everything that UMass has done is experimental. Experiments are uncertain. But for the multi­university even experimenting has become more certain than doing nothing.
Symposium: Administration Faces Students
“ The administration has no place in the classroom,” said Prof. Richard Dewey of the Soc­iology Dept, Thursday at the last in a series of three Mortar Board Symposia on “ Where is the University Going.”  Commenting on the old cliche “ good fences make good neigh­bors,”  Dewey said thatproblems often Increase because they are not turned over to the right specialist.He ejqjlained that the biologist
knows better than the architect how a laboratory should be con­structed, “ Those who are going to use the facilities ought to be consulted,”  he continued.Only about 25 persons attend­ed the symposium, which was moderated by Marce Peterson, of the women’s honorary organi­zation. A panel consisting of President John W, McConnell, Executive Vice-President Jere Chase, and Trustee Forrest Eat­on, representing the Administra-
Barbara Sawtelle Awarded 
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
Several weeks ago, the senior economics major, Barbara Saw­telle, was talking on the tele­phone with history professor, Robert Gilmore, when she sud­denly found out that she had won a $2,000 Woodrdw Wilson Fellowship Award,
“ He sort of popped it on me,”  Barbara said, pointing out that Gilmore thought she had already been notified of the award by letter,
Barbara was one of 1400 stu­dents to be awarded fellows in the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship program from 11,000 applicants. The awards are given to seniors majoring in one of the human­ities or social sciences. All
applicants are seniors who plan to teach on the college level. Applicants are carefully re­viewed by their own faculty mem­bers and then go before regional and national judges of the pro­gram, The funds are supplied by the Ford Foundation. Fellows are awarded each year,“ I had hoped very much to win it, but I wasn’t very sure of my chances,”  Barbara said, remembering when she applied in October on the urging of Pro­fessor Gilmore and economics professor Sam Rosen.Four other UNH students re ­ceived honorable m e n tio n  awards. They are; Peter Ma­son, John Economos, William Hannaford, and Kenneth Dion,
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tion; Jack Mangold and Doug Lyon, representing the students; and Prof. Dewey, representing the faculty; 'gave the opening comments which were followed by open discussion,Dewey stressed the separa­tion of power between adminis­tration and faculty. “ The func­tion of education is the discov­ery, preservation and transmis­sion of knowledge,”  he said. “ The administration should set an environmental state so that the educational process can func­tion most efficiently.”He then turned to the problem of studying facilities on campus. In a recent survey Dewey con­ducted only one student of all questioned said that studying con­ditions in housing facilities were excellent.Chase explained that this is partly a result of the overcrowd­ing in the dorms due to “ the University’s commitment to ad­mit all qualified New Hampshire students.”Questions on communication between students, faculty and ad­ministration were also raised, McConnell pointed out the “ stu­dents now have been taken into the policy making committee oi the University. “ I hope these students communicate with the rest of the campus,”  he con­tinued.Lyon said the lines of com­munication were very often clos­ed or made difficult to the stu­dent, citing examples of housing and the service department as being uncooperative to student inqueries, “ When a thirty-seven year old couch in East-West de­teriorates in a cloud of dust, they call it student damage,”  he said. ^Dewey cited an example of apathy from this winter. “ The side door in Hamilton Smith was stuck for two weeks,” he said, “ but no one bothered to com­plain to the service department,I waited and finally had to call myself,”
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Morse Addresses 
SRO Audience
(Continued from page 1) 
joined the Democratic ranks in 1955 after three years as an independent. After tiie Geneva treaty, Morse said that the Unit­ed States established the Diem regime which was favorable to this nation’s policies.The treaty provided for elec­tions to be held in July of 1956, Morse said. “ Who stopped it?”  he asked. “ The United States. We ordered our first puppet, Mr. Diem, not to allow elec­tions.”  He added, if the elections were held, “ Ho Chi Minh would have been elected president by eighty per cent of the vote.” This would have been against United States interests.
Ky. — Corrupt
Since the fall of the Diem regime, Morse said that th e  United States has a record of supporting military juntas. “ We are supporting one of the most corrupt of them all — the Ky government,”  Morse declared. Pointing out Ky’s unpopularity, the Senator stated, “ He will nev­er be able to remain in power without the backing of the United States.”“ Why isn’t there a declara­tion of war in this war?” Morse questioned. He stated that there is none because the United States would not be able to find support for such a declaration among its allies. “ Before the ink would be dry, international relations between the United States and other governments would change overnight.”
Mine Harbor
Recent proposals by U. S. mil­itary leaders to mine the North Vietnamese port of Haiphong would result in “ immediate trouble with our allies.” He said the United States had taken the correct action in blockading Cuba because Russian missiles posed an immediate threat to U. S. security, but the mining of Haiphong would not be justi­fied. “ The first Russian ship sunk would mean war with Rus­sia,”  the tall Senator, dressed in a black suit, stated.The Senator from Oregon call­ed upon the Johnson Administra­tion to bring the Vietnam war before the United Nations Secur­ity Council for world debate. Morse described the U. S. as “ holding an olive branch in one hand and a bomb in the other” in recent peace efforts.
Cease FireMorse emphasized that P resi­dent Johnson should “ make per­fectly clear that the United States would cooperate in a cease fire order of the General Assembly.” In his prepared remarks, he said such a move “ is the moral duty facing this Administration in the critical months ahead.”Seats at the speech were scarce even for those coming on time, Johnson Theater’s 750- seat capacity was filled to over­flowing with many listeners standing in the aisles along the sides and in the balcony boxes. Senator Morse’s remarks were piped into a crowded Hennessey Theater directly underneath Johnson Theater.Besides being a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the outspoken critic of U, S. policies in Southeast Asia is chairman of the sub­committee on Latin American affairs, Morse served as a college dean and professor before entering politics.
$50  Room Deposits Due In M ay
The Housing Office has an­nounced a schedule of dates when payments of the $50 room de­posit are due.Each UNH student who wants to reserve a room with Univer­sity Housing for next year must pay the deposit in person at the Housing Office, Stoke Hall. Room 
draw ’will be held Marqh 29, The Office explained that room assignment and receipts will be issued at Stoke as soon as the bill is paid. The $50 will be
deducted from the total room bill.Housing instituted the deposit to prevent students from break­ing room contracts, leaving emp­ty rooms in dorms and com­plicating last minute room as­signments.For those unable to meet the $50 payment, temporary emer­gency loans are available through the Financial Aids Office. Ap­plications are due April 12; the loan must be repaid by Sept. 1,
1966.The following is the schedule released by Housing:May 2, 3: Smith; Gibbs; Mc­Laughlin; Fairchild; Englehardt; Hetzel.May 4, 5: Jessie Doe; Lord; Alexander; Stoke floors 6, 7, 8; Randall.May 6: International House and those not able to meet scheduled days.May 9, 10; South and North Congreve; Stoke floors 3, 4, 5;
Hunter; West.May 11, 12: Scott, Sawyer; East; Hitchcock.
May 13: International House and those unable to meet sched­uled days.
Every seven or eight years the rodent population in Scan­dinavia increased to such pro­portions that everyone eats lem­ming meringue pie for months.
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Pianist Pennario To Perform Monday
Leonard Pennario, pianist, will give a concert Monday evening in Johnson Theater as part of the Blue and White Concert ser-
Pennario, who has appeared
with almost every major sym­phony orchestra in the U. S., will include selections by Beet­hoven, Schumann, Ginastera, De­bussy and Chopin on his pro­gram.The concert will begin at 8;30
p.m., a half hour later than other Blue and White events. Although the Series is sold out tickets are often available at the last minute. Ticket-holders who cannot attend are asked to return their tickets or phone the box office (ext, 570) with the seat location so it may be resold that evening.
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University Calendar
FRIDAY, MARCH 25
University Theater: “Juno and the Paycock”8 p,m, Johnson TheaterDance: sponsored by MUSO8 p,m, Strafford Room
SATURDAY, MARCH 26
Tribute to Senator Norris Cotton (R-NH)Sponsored by the New Hampshire College Caucus and UNH Young Republican Club7 p,m. Strafford RoomUniversity Theater: “Juno and the Paycock”8 p,m. Johnson Theater
SUNDAY, MARCH 27
University Theater: “Juno and the Paycock”2 p,m, Johnson Theater
MONDAY, MARCH 28
Blue and White Series: Leonard Pennario, pianist 8:30 p,m. Johnson TheaterRebroadcast of speech delivered by Senator Wayne Morse10 p,m. WENH-TV(Ch, 11)
LAST DAY TO DROP COURSES
TUESDAY, MARCH 29
“The Place of Religion and Humanities in Soviet and American Education” Lecture by Prof. George Kline— Bryn Mawr, sponsored by the UP A 8 p.m. Spaulding Life Science 135-6Theater by the Sea: “Dracula”8 p.m. Richards Aud,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30
andFilm Society: “Mother Joan of the Angels’Paladini”6:30 and 9 p.m. Johnson TheaterThe New Hampshiremen ConcertDirected by Wendell Orr, UNH Assistant Professor of Music8 pan. Johnson Theater
THURSDAY, MARCH 31
Allied Arts: Jose Greco 8 p.m. Johnson TheaterDance: sponsored by the Sailing Club 8 p.m. Strafford
FRIDAY, APRIL 1
Residence Halls Close — 7p.m.April 1 through April 10 — Spring Vacation Residence Halls Open 2 p.m.
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Outing Club 
Plans Ski Trip
While most people have put away their skiis for the year, the Outing Club is just warm­ing up for a series of trips to Tuckerman’s Ravine.The trip begins Saturday at 1 p.m. from the Union parking lot and will return Sunday, Also planned for the weekend is a “ sugaring off”  party.Outing Club members may sign up at the Union. Cost is $3.50,
Applications 
Due April 15
Applications for undergradu­ate grants and scholarships for 1966-67 are due in the Financial Aids Office not later than April 15.Students planning to apply for loans for either first or second semester or for both semesters of 1966-67 should submit their applications to the Financial Aids Office between June 22 and July 15, 1966.
Armadillos are secretly in control of the White House.
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Long-Haired Students Lead'ExcitingLives’!
By David T. Mayberry“ Us guys with long hair lead exciting lives,” said Paul Crag­gy, a UNH freshman math major, “ My hair has been such a great experience that I don’t want to part with it.”The new vogue, long hair, ush­ered in by Beatle popularity, is displayed by several male students on campus. Just what makes these men wear their hair long?“ Mostly because long hair was controversial,” said David J. Lougee, a familiar figure on campus until he got his hair cut last December.“ Older people would get all upset when I walked into a room,” Lougee continued, “ And I would just smile back at them and they would get even madder. I liked that.”“ For a couple of reasons,” said Adrian B. Ley, J r ., a fresh­man engineering major. “ First, it’s a pain to keep my hair cut and it costs a lot. I’m also in a rock and roll band that has longish hair,”
Just Grew“ It wasn’t really a conscious decision,” continued Ley, “ I just let it grow.”“ Independence mostly; long hair was an outward sign of my independence,”  decided Francis J. Chaples, a long haired freshman engineering major who recently had his locks cut.“ I had to have it cut, my hair was falling out,”  explained Chaples. “ The scalp wasn’t breathing or something...every- time I washed it, hair would come out in patches.”
“ I just don’t like hair cuts,” said Craggy. “ Before the Beat­les came I got a haircut every two months, but yes, I guess I was influenced by them. I thought their hair looked cool— romantic and bohemian like.”The experiences these four students have had because of their long hair are varied and interesting?“ I got thrown out of a night club in New York because of i^y long hair,”  said Chaples. “ Here at school, nothing ser­ious happened except people made fun of me. Men working on the constructions would whistle, and the guys in East-West used to sing ‘Are You a Boy or Are You a Girl?’ Nothing be s id e  s that.”
In ChurchLey enjoyed telling about one of his church experiences. “ I walked into the church and sat down next to this old lady. She looked at my hair and then walk­ed out.”Lougee’s most exciting ex­perience was when he got his hair cut. Mickey Julian, a fellow student, told Lougee his hair looked awful and needed cutting, Lougee agreed but confessed he couldn’t afford to get a haircut. When Julian offered to pay for it, Lougee jumped at the chance.“ I had promised my mother I would get it cut before Christ­mas anyway,” said Lougee.So the next day, Lougee, Jul­ian, a photographer and about fifty other students went down town for the big occasion,“ We got thrown out of two barber shops,”  the Gibbs man
Paul Craggy
GOIN’ SOUTH?Girl’s Bathing Suits are a d - - - ned sight cheaper here than in FloridaTHE COLLEGE SHOP
DOWNTOWN PORTSMOUTH
said, “ The first one because the guys carried me in and the other because the barber wouldn’t let them take pictures.”Finally, amidst the cheers of the gathered group, Lougee’s hair was returned to normal length. That was last December. Now Lougee is letting it grow out again.“ I’m getting a new motorcy­cle so I have to preserve the image,” he concluded seriously. Of the four students inter­viewed, Craggy has by far the most interesting long - haired background.He comes from Groveton, New Hampshire, a small (approx, pop. 2500) northern community. Dur­ing the spring of 1964, his junior year. Craggy started to let his hair grow. The results were disastrous,
“Bad Example”
That same spring he was kicked out of the high school band be­cause he refused to get his hair cut. The director felt he set a “ bad example” while the band was performing. Craggy took this in stride and decided to save his hair rather than his second trumpet seat in the band. The summer was uneventful, but it was “ the lull before the storm.” Craggy’s senior year was more concerned with saving his hair than studying.“ I went through soccer sea­son and there was no trouble,” said the defensive halfback. “ I used a bobby pin to hold back my hair while I was playing.” From soccer. Craggy went on to play basketball for the small high school.
E Basketball Wins Over Hair R 
“ In December the basketball coach had a talk with me. He said that if I wanted to continue playing ball I would have to do something with my hair.”Craggy decided that basket­ball was worth the sacrifice so he got a haircut. This happened again in January and again Crag­gy gave in.From then until about a month Tjefore graduation, no one both­ered Craggy except his parents. Then the principal called him into the office and explained what had to be done,“ The principal told me I gave the school a bad public image and I would have to get a haircut or be excommunicated from all school social activities,”  re ­
Adrian B. Ley, Jr.
membered Craggy.Barred From Graduation 
The social activities he was barred from included the senior hop, baccalaureate, and his own graduation. He found out later that the principal was carrying out a decision made at a special meeting of the school board. Craggy also had a talk with the school superintendent. Craggy was told he would not be presented any awards he had earned at class day. He was giv­en his National Honor Society membership certificate in the principal’s office.Need A Hair Cut When he applied for a job at the local paper mill, the boss told him he would have to get a hair cut before he could be hired.“ The boss told me I would be ridiculed by my fellow workers,” said Craggy, “ So I got a haircut because I needed to earn money to come to college,”Since coming to UNH, things have not been so tough for Craggy.“ I was at a dance once and a fellow standing behind me tapped me on the shoulder and asked me to dance,”  said Craggy laughing, “ The guy was so shocked when he saw it was me, he walked out of the dance.”Clean hair is a concern of all four students interviewed.Ley said that he washed his hair every other day, but realiz­ed it should be washed every day. 
Lougee washed his twice a day in the summer.
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Money For Shampoo
“ I didn’t save money on hair­cuts because I spent it on sham­poo,” said Lougee.The four students agreed that “ some girls like long hair and some don’t,”  Ley and Chaples said they were not influenced by the Beatles.“ I hate the Beatles,”  said Chaples.There was a general consensus that when you have long hair, people like you for what you are - it is a weapon against superfic­iality. Looks Don’t  Count
“ Friends like me for what I am, not for how I look,”  said Craggy, “ I don’t have a lot of friends, just a few, but they are interested in me, not my ap­pearance.”Chaples with his new short haircut said, “ I haven’t got any more friends now than I did be­fore.”Ley, a friend of Chaples, said of his short haircut, “ I think he looks foolish without his long hair. He looked a lot better before — but it makes no dif­ference to our friendship be­cause I accept a person for what he is,”
Chill one gumdrop to minus thirty degrees fahrenheit, then impale it with an iron-plated toothpick.
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Linden; Change 
China Policy
(Continued from page 1) channels of communications as possible to avoid a clash out of ignorance,”Signing the statement repre­sents a change in Linden’s at­titude toward U. S, Chinese pol­icy since he joined the UNH faculty three years ago. At that time he “ didn’t think China should be admitted to the U. N. until she gave some indication she was ready to join the com­munity of nations by, for ex­ample, signing the nuclear test ban treaty or an agreement on Taiwan or on easing tension in Southeast Asia.”Since China has made no move toward these indications. Linden feels it’s time to try a new ap­proach.“ There’s no great truth in policy,”  he said. “ It is a means of working, a means to certain ends.”Linden signed the statement on condition that the clause on the preservation of the Re­public of China on Taiwan be retained,“ Peking wants Taiwan and it’s one thing we can’t let them have,” he said. “ Communist China will have to reconcile an inde­
pendent Taiwan,”Concerning the 2502 members of the Association who did not sign the statement. Linden said, “ I can’t speak for them but there could be many reasons. The Association is composed of members of government agen-i cies, foreigners, retired schol­ars, private citizens, and teach­ers. Some of them are still hung over from the McCarthy era. Some people have gotten into the habit of just not sign­ing anything,”Linden said officials may tend not to sign it because of their positions. Some don’t favor op­ening the gates to China, And for others the statement was too extreme, especially in its insistence to preserve Taiwan.He said he feared no reper­cussions as a result of his sign­ing the statement.He added that there is a “ strong possibility that anyone who signed will not be able to get visas to visit either the mainland or the island.”Commenting -on the future of the statement with the govern­ment Linden said, “ It will be difficult for an American admin­istration to adopt this. The leading parties are both con­vinced that the American people are anti-Chinese,”Linden, who feels that th e  statement is “ not a terribly rad­ical statement,” said, “ The sad thing about it is that if the
Board of Trustees Promotes Forty-One; 
Faculty Members Given Tenure
Forty - one faculty members received promotions and seven­teen others were granted tenure as a result of action taken Satur­day by the University’s Board of Trustees,The promotions are to take effect on July 1. They are listed below by rank within each College and with present position noted;Promoted to the rank of Pro­fessor -College of Agriculture: Gor­don L, Byers, Associate Pro­fessor of Soil and Water Sci­ence (tenure); Clarence A.Lang- er. Associate Professor of Hor­ticulture (tenure.)College of Liberal Arts: Jos­eph D. Batcheller, Associate Professor of Speech and Drama (tenure); G, Harris Daggett, As­sociate Professor of English (tenure); Andrew J. Galos, As­sociate Professor of Music (ten­ure); Carleton P. Menge, Asso­ciate Professor of Education (tenure.)College of Technology: Ed-
policies are adopted, it s t i l l  doesn’t bring peace and stabil­ity to Asia at all. It would only be the beginning.”
BEING “BOY WATCHED” 
IS A VERY COMPLEX ART
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ward H, Batho, Ajssociate Pro­fessor of Mathematics (tenure); Robert W. Corell, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engin­eering (tenure); Robert E. Hous­ton, Associate Professor of Phy­sics (tenure); John E, Mulhern, Associate Professor of Physics (tenure.)Promoted to the rank of As­sociate Professor -College of Agriculture: Wil­liam H. Annis, Assistant Pro­fessor of Agricultural Educa­tion (tenure); James P, Barrett, Assistant Professor of Forest Resources (tenure); J e s s e  James, to Associate Professor of Agricultural Education (ten­ure); Samuel C. Smith, Assis­tant Professor of Biochemistry and Poultry Science (tenure.)College of Liberal Arts: Ar­thur C. Borror, Assistant Pro­fessor of Zoology (tenure); Rich­ard E. Downs, Assistant Pro­fessor of Sociology (tenure); James A. Fasanelli, Assistant Professor of The Arts (tenure.)College of Technology: Rich' ard H, Balomenos, Assistant Professor of Mathematics (ten­ure); Wayne M. Beasley, Re­search Assistant Professor, En­gineering Experiment S ta t io n  (tenure); William E. Bonnice, Assistant Professor of Mathe­matics (tenure); David M, Bur­ton, Assistant Professor of
Nebbia ExhibitSj 
Color Photos
A collection of about twenty color photographs by Thomas Nebbia, of the National Geo­graphic Magazine, is now on exhibition at the Paul Creative Arts Center,The photographs are on dis­play in Paul Arts instead of Hewitt Hall, where most ex­hibitions are set up, because, according to John Adams, As sistant Photographer for UNH, “ the work is just too good — it has got to be seen by m o re  people,”Adams described Nebbia’s style as a “ photojournalistic ap­proach to creative photography— a creative form of nature.” Richard Merritt, the official University photographer, agrees. In a letter to the creator, Mer­ritt said that seeing the Nebbia photographs for the first time was “ ...like Christmas in the middle of March,”Merritt described what he call­ed the masterpiece of the collec­tion, a 4’ by 3’ color print of a matador facing a bull. The picture, he said, “ is done in a blurred way which heightens the feeling of the matador and the bull in violent action. The colors fuse together in a very pleasing manner due to this blur.”Merritt’s secretary, Joyce MacRae, who sees hundreds of photographs every day, also praised the work of Nebbia, “ He takes his interpretation of real­ity and puts it right in front of you, so you don’t have to go anywhere,”  she said.Adams added that with the help of a telescopic lens, Nebbia “ reaches out to get what you normally wouldn’t see.” He' mentioned a print of a crowded beach in Athens, seen through a forest of palm leaves, as an example of this effect.The collection will be on ex­hibit here through April 14.
Mathematics (tenure); Ronald R. Clark, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering (tenure); Stephen S, T. Fan, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engin­eering (tenure); Frederick G. Hochgraf, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering (ten­ure); Richard L. Kaufmann, As­sistant Professor of P h y s ic s  (tenure); Donald W. Melvin, As­sistant Professor of Electrical Engineering (tenure); Yin-Chao Yen, Adjunct Assistant Profes­sor of Chemical Engineering.Whittemore School of Busi­ness and Economics: Myra L, Davis, Assistant Professor of Secretarial Studies (tenure); Manley R. Irwin, A s s i s t a n t  Professor of Economics (ten­ure.)The Library: Robert C, Reed, Order Librarian (Assistant Pro­fessor) (tenure.)Promoted to the rank of As­sistant Professor -College of Agriculture: JereR. Beckman, Research Assoc­iate of Animal Sciences; CharlesH. J. Breeding, Instructor in Soils and Plant Science, Thomp­son School of Applied Science; J , Donald Silva, Instructor in Communications, T h o m p so n  School of Applied Science.
College of Liberal Arts: Gil- bert B. Davenport, Instructor in Speech and Drama; Gordon A. Haaland, Instructor in Psy­chology; Ursula D. Lawson, In­structor in German; Allen B. Linden, Instructor in History; Keith Polk, Instructor in Music; James H, Schultz, Instructor in Economics (retroactive to MarchI, 1966, based on completion of doctoral degree work.)College of Technology: Joseph D, Bronzino, Instructor in Elec­trical Engineering,Division of Physical Education and Athletics: Theodore W, Con­ner, Instructor in Physical Ed­ucation,The tenure status also takes effect on July 1. They are listed below by college and pre­sent position.College of Agriculture: Earl O. Goodman, Associate Profes­sor of Home Economics; Lome A, McFadden, Associate Profes­sor of Plant Science; Lincoln C, Peirce, Professor of Plant Science; Joan A. Peters, Exten­sion Assistant Professor of Home Economics,College of Liberal Arts: Ray­mond L, Erickson, Associate Professor of Psychology; Erwin A. Jaffe, Associate Professor of Politfcal Science; DonaJd M Murray, Associate Professor of English; Alfred R, Potter, As­sistant Professor of the Arts; Samuel E. Stokes, Associate Pro- , fessor of French; Robert P, Syl­vester, Associate Professor of Philosophy; and Frederic Wurz­burg, Associate Professor of Political Science.
College of Technology: ShanS, Kuo, Professor of Applied Mathematics; Harold E. Lang­ley, Associate Professor of Civ­il Engineering; Douglas M. Nor­ris , Associate Professor of Me­chanical Engineering; Tung-Ming Wang, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering.
Whittemore School of Busi­ness and Economics: Richard H. Pew, Associate Professor of Hotel Administration.The Library: James E. Agen- broad. Senior Cataloger (Assis­tant Professor.)
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Sweet Honored As Maine
Edges Wildcats 58 - 55
“ Paul Sweet to us is a living example of our hopes for Ameri­can youth,” stated UNH Vice- President Jere Chase at th e  ceremonies honoring Sweet Sat­urday. “ He had as much in­fluence on me during my stay at college as anyone in my life.” With the New Hampshire and Maine track teams standing by, “ Boo” Morcom and Ed Styrna presented Sweet with a plaque acknowledging his many contri­butions to the University which will be put in the building now known as the Paul Sweet Oval.Also, Chuck Dodd, editor of the Granite, presented Sweet with a color photograph of the plaque as a gift from UNH students. Dodd said, “ Paul, your contri­bution is having given of your­self 100 per cent. This un­selfishness is its own reward.” Dick Daland, a Durham resi­dent who has worked with the track team for several years, announced that members of Sweet’s track teams from as far back as the 1920’s had con­
tributed $1450 for the Paul Sweet, Scholarship Fund. He also pre­sented the veteran coach with a scrapbook containing congrat­ulatory notes from hundreds of men who ran under Sweet’s train­ing.The dedication ended with a standing ovation for Sweet who beamed red-faced. Over four 
hundred fans attended the dedica­tion and it seemed as though every one tried to deliver their personal congratulations. Sweet shook hands, greeted old friends, met new people, and kept smiling the whole time.The track meet was a thrilling climax to the afternoon, and only Maine’s 58-55 victory marred Sweet’s day. Seniors, Jack Do­herty and George Estabrook led the Wildcats in their last meet, Doherty had three first places and a second for 18 points. He won the broad jump and the 60-yard high and low hurdles, setting new cage records in the hurdle events. Estabrook won the mile with a 4:19 time, bet-
George Estabrook crosses fin­ish line after record-breaking two-mile run.
tering his own record by three seconds. In the two mile run, Estabrook won again, finishing with a surge that awed the spec­tators, His time of 9:33,8 was a new meet record.New Hampshire took eight of the thirteen firsts in the meet, but lacked the depth to capture many seconds, A1 Burns won the 35 lb, weight, Mike Franks won the shot put, and Ray Meyer won the 60-yard dash tying his own cage record.
Jeff Bannister, Kitten high jumper, against Maine frosh last Saturday,
UNH led the Maine team 55-53 after twelve events, but in the crucial mile relay, Maine finish­ed first, giving them the meet.The freshmen also suffered a setback, 68-40, Jeff Bannister starred for the Kittens with tei* points. He won the high jump, took second in the broad jump, and finished third in the lows, but admitted it was the first time he had ever run them in his life.Bill Philips won the shot put, Jim Desroches won the 60-yard dash, and Bob Vanier finished first in the 1000-yard run for the Kittens. Ev Dunklee also ran well with two seconds in the mile and two mile.
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Ed Styrna (1.) and “ Boo” Morcom (r,) present commemora­tive plaque to Paul Sweet (c,)
P M D , T K E , East-West
Lead In IM Bowling
By Mike GaydoAfter two weeks of action in UNH’s Intramural bowling com­petition, Phi Mu Delta, TKE and East West lead their respective leagues.Phi Mu Delta leads League A with an 8-0 record, as they shut out Sigma Beta, Acacia holds second place with a 10-6 mark. They split with Lambda Chi and took six from SAE, TKE leads League B, also with an 8-0 record, via a shut­out over ATO. The Commuters stand behind them with a 6-2 slate, the points coming over Kappa Sigma.In League C, East-West is the pace setter with a 14-2 re ­cord. They shut out Englehardt and added six more at the ex­pense of Alexander. Behind them is Hunter with a 6-2 slate, their points coming over preWously undefeated Sawyer,In a new innovation in the competition, trophies will be pre­sented to the bowlers holding the high average, high triple and high single.Bill Peabody of Englehardt currently holds the high single string with a 134. Sigma Beta’s Jack Knox holds second place
with a 132,Knox holds the high triple witl a 337, while Bill Gilbert ofGibbs is next at 319.Gilbert has the high average lead with a 106,3 mark. Follow­ing him is Jibryne Karter froir East-West with a 105,5 average, Rupe Stebbiris of Phi Mu Delta and Andy Wheeler of TKE are at 105, and Mike Peltz of East- West rounds out the top five with his 103 average.
Standings
League A:1. Phi Mu Delta2. Acacia3. Sigma Beta4. Theta Chi5. Lambda Chi6. SAE
8-  0 10-  6 
8-  8 
0-  0 4-12 
2-  6
League B:1. TKE2. Commuters3. ATO4. AGR5. PKAG. Kappa Sigma
8-  0 
6-  2 
8-  8 
6-10
2-  6 
2 -  6
League C:1. East-West2. Hunter3. Sawyer4. Gibbs6. Alexander6. Englehardt7. Stoke
14- 2 
6-  2 10-6 
10-  6 
6-10 2-14 
0-  8
W e e J u n s
(M a u jc tii
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The starting attackmen for the ’66 lacrosse team are 0 . to r.) Bob Doherty, Captain Phil DeTurck, and Tom Allison.
Haubrich Readies Lacrosse 
Team; He’s'Playing To Win’
“ We play every game to win,” said varisty lacrosse coach Bill Haubrich, as the team entered its third week of practice. “ This squad has a lot of pride,” he added,Haubrich is a tall, heavy-set man who looks like he might have played lacrosse in his col­lege days, but he’s really just learning the game. “ I became coach after Whoop Snively’s death, and I’d hardly ever seen a lacrosse game before. But there are a lot of veterans on this team who have made my job a lot easier,” he admitted.It’s the veterans he’ll be count­ing on when the team makes its annual spring tour. Captain Phil DeTurck, Tom Allison, and Bob Doherty form a high scoring experienced attack line that should provide a potent offense. Dave Hager man, high scorer on last year’s freshman team, will be the fourth attack man for Hau­brich, The middle line also appears strong. Haubrich said, “ We’ve got two middle lines already and we’re working on a third. By the end of training, we should have four real good middle units,”The defense is more of a question mark. With only one senior in the backfield, Haubrich plans to give hll the defensemen
Cross Country
The 1965 cross country team was awarded the Athletic Achievement Award at the UNH- Maine track meet Saturday, The honor is accorded to a New Hampshire team that wins 80 per cent of its games and the Yankee Conference, The har­riers, under coach Paul Sweet, had a 6-1 season, and won the YC tournament meet. Andy Mooradian, chairman of the Ath­letic Department, made the pre­sentation.
a good looking over. The loss of star goalie Brian Poole leaves a gap in the nets, but the coach feels he has the personnel to fill it. Four candidates--juniors Al Decarlo and Jim Jelmberg, and sophomores Richard O’Con­nor and Jeff Hatch--will vie for the post.Haubrich feels the main com­petition in the Taylor Division will come from Williams, Wes­leyan, and Middlebury, The spring tour will help the team prepare for league play, Hof- stra, C.C J^.Y. Adelphi, and Rut­gers are lined up for games on the vacation trip.Haubrich praised the merits of the trip, “ A sophomore may go down there hardly knowing the rules of the game, but he comes back a veteran and a close part of the team. It’s great for unity,”  The boys have to pay their own expenses on the tour, but they feel it’s “ really worth it.”The lacrosse team opens its home schedule against Middle­bury on April 23, and when the calls of “ right behind,” “ slide,” and “ fire” ring out, the Wild­cats will be “ playing to win,”
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UNH Ranked Tops In Division II, 
Thorn, Houston , Clark All-Stars
VNdcots Picked #1
New Hampshire has been pick­ed as the number one hockey team in Division II of the East­ern Collegiate Athletic Confer­ence, The poll, sponsored by UPI, was conducted previous to the Wildcats loss to Colby in the Division II tournament,UNH received 6 of 11 first place votes, the others being split among Colby, AIC, Bow- doin and Williams,Hockey coach Rube Bjorkman admitted that both he and the team were “ pleased” at their selection. He added, “ It was a mixed-up season. We moved up and down in the rankings depending on how we did in our previous game.”Bjorkman explained that the coaches who voted in the poll considered what caliber of op­position the various teams were facing each week and whether or not they won. New Hamp­shire’s consecutive wins over Bowdoin which had been the first ranked team played a large fact­or in the coach’s decision.Going into the final week of the regular season Bowdoin re­mained top- ranked even after one loss to the Wildcats, but UNH’s 5-4 victory in the season finale lifted them into the num­ber one spot.Colby, the team that beat New Hampshire in the division tourn­ey, was ranked number two by the coaches, AIC, Bowdoin, and Williams finished third, fourth, and fifth respectively.United P ress International will present a plaque to coach Bjork­man and the squad at their annual dinner tonight.
W A N T E DDANCE BAND DRUMMER to play in band at summer resort hotel inNew Hampshire weekly work a l^  available at hoteLIf interested, write:HAWTHORNE LODGE BOX 909 LYNN, MASS.Or contact:Dick Shmishldss Extension 489 Stoke Hall
UNH Yields 3 All -Stars
Defenseman Brad Houston and forward Dude Thorn of the UNH hockey squad were named to the United Press International All- Eastern Small College Hockey Team Tuesday,
The all-star selections also included Bob Coutts (AIC) and Wayne Halliwell (Middlebury) at forward, Mike Self (Colby) on defense, and Don Brassil (AIC) in the nets.
Coutts was high scorer on the team that scored 118 goals and 252 assists in 118 games with a total of 68 points. New
Hampshire’s Thorn was the leading goal-getter with 35, in­cluding seven hat tricks, Hous­ton had 36 points for the season.Wildcat goalie Colin Clark re­ceived honorable mention in the poll on the merit of his stringy 3.56 goals per game average which also was the number two statistical average in Division
n.All three of the New Hamp­shire stars are seniors. Hous­ton and Clark are natives of Scarboro, Ontario, while Thorn comes from Willowdale, also in Ontario,
Colin Clark
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Enteriainment Plan Indefinite For 
Spring Weekend - May 6,1, 8
The Beach Boys are not com­ing for Spring Weekend.That’s the latest word from junior class president Dave Pratt, who is in charge of book­ing entertainment for the annual junior class-sponsored event. It will be held this year on May 6, 7, and 8,“ We have no one coming de­finitely as yet,”  said Pratt, “ but
ranklin
Second Half of 28th Annual Repeat Week
Pri. Mar.





(Color)(Cinemaecope)) Stanley Baker Jade Hawkins
6:30 - 8:55
Sun. Mar. 27
Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove 
orHow I Learned to Stop Worrsring and Love the Bomb
6:30 • 8:30
Mon. Mar. 28
Albert Finney Susanna York inTom Jones(Color)
6 :3 0 .8 :5 5
Tnes. Mar. 29
Jack Lemmon Shirley MacLaine inIrma La Douce(Color)(Cinemaeoope)i 
6.30 - 9:05
Wed. Mar. 30
Grand Prize—1959 Cannes Film Festival Black Orpheus 
(Color)
6:30 - 8:30
we should have something con­crete to go on by Monday.”The junior class president said that the Beach Boys were not booked mainly because, “ They wanted $6,000 for thirty-five minutes of entertainment,” He added, “ Everyone on the com­mittee thought this was utterly ridiculous and consequently ev­eryone voted it down,”There will definitely be some group or groups booked to per­form, however. Pratt said that he has several groups in mind, but declined to say who they are until they are definitely sched­uled.The junior class president said that his committee is encounter­ing the same problems w hich confront the junior class each year and any other campus or­ganizations which try to spon­sor live entertainment, “ There are a lot of problems involved. No one in the Administration books things like this, although there is someone who bo ok s speakers for engagements. Con­sequently student groups booked for Spring Weekend,”  comment­ed Pratt optimistically. He said they are making final plans for ticket sales now> “ We are con­cerned with having a good Spring Weekend not only for the class, but for the University as a whole,”  Pratt stated.
When the Easter Ostrich lays an egg, it’s a big one!
The Boston Alumni Club will sponsor “ Greater UNH Night at the Pops” to be held on Friday evening, May 6th, 8:30 p.m., at Symphony Hall in Boston. Special at­tractions will be the com­bined choral groups from Durham, Keene, and Ply­mouth. The three schools have reserved the e n t i r e  first floor of the Hall, Tick­ets are $5.00 each, $3.50 in the main floor student section for students. The deadline for making rese r­vations in the UNH block is March 31st, and the dead­line for reserving other seats on the floor is April 21st, There will be a cham­pagne party at the Harvard Club afterward, d o n a tio n  $1,00, Some bus transport­ation will be available. If you are interested, please contact Arthur Bradbury, extension 241 at the Univer­sity, or come to the Alunmi House.
Philosopher Doubts God is Dead 
But Has a Substitute Ready
By Gene Davis
“ A crisis in Christianity has erupted. Some modern theolo­gians believe that God is meta­phorically dead,”  said Professor
Talk on Tuition
(Continued from page 1)
New Hampshire would get an added 5̂  from all cigarette sales and this would provide (by all estimates) the needed $750,000. But as yet all the tobacco com­panies have not raised their pric­es.The general fund surplus. Lamprey told the committee, may be available from increased tax­es and as a result of Massachu­setts’ recent tobacco tax in­crease,Spaulding said there “ really wasn’t that much disagreement”  between Craig, a Democrat, and the other representatives pre­sent, all Republicans, “ They all expressed feelings against the tuition increase,”  stated Spaulding,
He said that Craig emphasized that he was against it, saying, “ My children are nearing col­lege age — of course I’m against it.”All the legislative leaders, ex­cept Craig, issued a statement to the committee at T u e s d a y  night’s meeting, saying, “ The Board of Trustees of the Univer­sity of New Hampshire is the final authority in the setting of tuition rates and has the most complete knowledge of Univer­sity finances, We therefore feel that the trustees’ decision, made after due consideration of all pertinent facts, should be the principal guide to other branches of government as to the need for further action.”They added, “ If the Board of Trustees, after due considera­tion to the requirements of the University and its student body, concludes that a tuition increase is mandatory, then we, the under­signed, will be prepared to set forth the facts and solicit the will of the Legislature regarding its desire to meet in special session.”Craig, however, said he agreed with the statement but wanted to see the university’s statements before making a decision to pre­sent the facts to fellow legis­lators.He added he felt a “ special session would hurt the Univer­sity,”
The committee plans to meet with the Board of Trustees at a time not yet designated.
Gerald E, Meyers, of the Philo­sophy Department at C, W. Post College of Long Island Univer­sity Tuesday night.Meyers quoted extensively from the “ God is dead” litera­ture to bring home the exigency of the crisis. Foremost is a book called “ Christianity in the Computer Age”  by A, Q. Mor­ton, a minister of the Church of Scotland, and James McLe- mans, a Scottish chaplain.He explained that in this book they have shown that an up­dating of the Bible is needed on the grounds that incongru­encies and falacies are present: Mark’s story of John the Bap­tist is untrue, and the Raising of Lazarus in the eleventh chap­ter of the Gospel of John is an embarrassing series of con­trasting coincidences.
Meyers, whose lecture w as sponsored by the Philosophy Dept, and the UPA, said that “ in the face of such arguments, there are theologians urging the need to reread the Bible and reinterpret the creed and tradi­tion in a way that will speak the condition of our time. This is the crisis,”Meyers defined the cause for the recent outburst of a large percent of doubters (whether God exists) amongst the clergy: “ Our era increasingly orients itself towards the scientific and the material, thus literally shoving the pastors to redefine t h e i r  faiths.”Meyers’ own solution to this subtle upheaval is subjectivity: “ If God is dead, I certainly have no pale philosophical sub­stitute to recommend. But I do have a philosophy of sub­jectivity; holy, sacred, sacro­sanct,”
“ It is that which deserves our reverence and awe, on the grounds that it is precious to the extreme,”  he said.“ The faith that seems avail­able to me,”  he explained, “ is not a faith in man, but in sub­jectivity, by which I mean the whole range of what one exper­iences, consciously or uncon­sciously,”He went on to clarify, “ Sub­jectivity is that which strikes one’s introspection as a sort of indeterminate background from which this or that feeling, emo­tion, or thought, emerge for con­scious notice.”For Meyers, God is not dead. The only certain thing accord­ing to him is that there is a crisis in Christianity that th e  “ God is dead” theologians have sparked.
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66 Biscayne 4 dr 6 cyl. std.
66 Biscasme Wagon 6 cyl. std.
66 Chevelle Malibu 4 dr Sports Sedan 8 cyl. automatic.
66 Chevy II Nova 4 dr 6 cyl. auto.
66 Corvair Monza 4 dr Sports Sedan automatic.
GOOD USED CARS
Quality low mileage used cars
65 Chevrolet 4 dr Se­dan 6 cyl. std.
64 Chevrolet 2 dr 6 cyl. std.
64 Chevy II 4 dr 6 cyl. std.
63 Chevrolet 2 dr 6 cyl. auto.
63 Impala 4 dr. 8 cyL std.
57 Chevrolet tonpickup good cond.
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